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Leopard on the Rocks
Expedition for Leopards in Bera, Rajasthan

DURATION : 3 Nights and 4 Days

BERA
UDAIPUR

Start & finish destinations
Udaipur - Bera - Udaipur
Destinations
1. BERA

TOUR OVERVIEW
Bera, Rajasthan: This place has been famous for leopard sightings for many decades. In the past, the royalty used to frequent this
area for their shoots and leopard sightings. As with the rest of the country, many of the hunters turned in to conservationists or
wildlife enthusiasts, similar thing happened here. The number of leopards and frequency of the leopards increased and delighted the
wildlife lovers!
Second very peculiar tradition followed here is that, the locals consider the hills of this area where also the leopard reside, as holy!
Most of the hills here will have a small temple. This also protects the hills from any mining as most of the hills are known for the granite
rock! This doubles as protection of the caves and its residents, the Common Indian leopard. There are estimated 60-70 leopards and
each area will have 2-3 hills where a leopard family resides.
The locals live in total harmony with the leopards. One hardly ever hears of human-animal conflict in this region. The leopards are
thriving as the locals don't disturb these spotted creatures!
There is a large water reservoir called Jawai bandh and it is a feeder for a nearby city called Jodhpur. It also provides water for the
wildlife so the wildlife there is thriving. The Jawai reservoir is also known as a Crocodile sanctuary and has over 300 crocodiles!
This reservoir also aids in the transit and stopover of many migratory birds from the Arctic countries to warmer climate! So for bird
enthusiasts, it is a treat!
Winter season is very famous in Rajasthan for its balmy weather and hospitality. Watching these leopards sitting on the rocks while
you are at a safe distance and viewing or photographing them is a very unique setting!

Day 1 You will land in Udaipur, lunch or late lunch
and drive to Bera - 3 hours followed by
bonfire and barbecue dinner. If coming by
train, then there is a train halt at Jawai
Junction, which is 10 kilometres from Bera.
The resort will arrange a transport for pick up
and drop off.
Day 2 The day will begin with morning safari to the
hills around Bera village. Most of the hills are
within 5 to 10 kilometres radius and
accessible in open jeeps. Tea/coffee/water
will be carried along and after a morning
safari.Breakfast will be served at the resort.
There is an option to extend the safari and
visit Jawai reservoir which is also a Crocodile
sanctuary and in winters one finds 14 to 16
footer crocs basking in the sun on the rocks
of Jawai. Many migratory birds are also

present in the winter months like Greater
Flamingos, Demoiselle Cranes and several
others.
Lunch is served at the resort.
The property has lot of foliage and several
resident and small migratory birds can be
seen and photographed.
The evening safari will again be at the familiar
hills and when one gets information of
sightings, we also move to those hills in case
there is no sighting where we are positioned.
Tea/coffee/water will be carried along for
the safari.
When one is back from the safari, the guests
will get hot towels and a thirst quencher.
After one is freshened up, there will be an
evening wildlife movie or a movie about the

day's sighting. While the movie is being
played, one can get refreshments also.
This is followed by open area dinner with bon
fire to sit around.
Day 3 The routine will be same with morning and
evening safaris.
There will be a village tour/camel safari
arranged for anyone interested before lunch.
Day 4 There will be a morning safari followed by
breakfast. The guests will then drive down to
Udaipur for their onwards journey home or
take the train from Jawai Bandh.

THE PACKAGE INCLUDES

1. 3 Nights stay in a quality resort in Bera on
twin sharing basis. (Please enquire for single
occupancy rate)
2. Airport pick up and drop off by an Airconditioned Toyota Innova (Udaipur - Bera Udaipur).
3. In case of train, taxi will be sent from the
resort to the train station for pick up and
drop off.
4. 6 jeep safaris around the hills of Bera.
5. All applicable forest entry fees.

PACKAGE DOES NOT INCLUDE

1. Soft drinks and hard beverages.

For More Details & Booking Contact:

2. Theme dinner can be arranged on the
Jawai reservoir for an extra charge.
3. Medical expenditures of any personal
nature.
4. Food ordered other than what is
mentioned above.
5. Any other incidental expenditures not
included and specified in the cost.
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